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education

2021 Usability Testing

Online Course in Udemy + Practice 
with Ifat Yaakob (UX research lead)

2019 6B

Advanced Product design course

2010-2014 H.I.T

Degree (B.Design) in Visual 
Communications Design

Experience

2020: ED&U



During my work in the studio, I manage long-term projects. I provided all 
types of skills, from user research, UX/UI design, task and cognitive 
analysis to prototyping, simulations, and usability testing. 

I work on complex systems, mainly in the defense industry in Israel and 
abroad. I read and learned a lot of material about complex systems I did 
not know before, design according to international standards, and 
integrate into the existing team of product companies.

Current job

2019-2020: Easy Bizy

I worked for the company as a single designer. I led the process of 
redesigning the system and improving the existing user experience. I 
interviewed users and collaborated with the customer success, to 
understand what works well and what the pain points of the users are. I 
worked closely and in collaboration with the PM and the developer 
throughout the redesign. In addition, I built a newly organized design 
system so that if additional designers are recruited to the company the 
information will be accessible and clear to them.

2019: Best Designers Ever

I worked as part of the Product Design team. I got into existing projects of 
complex systems. I enjoyed learning from experienced UX colleagues 
about proper thought and work processes.

2017-2018: Tink Design

Responsible for social media design & branding. I was responsible for 
project management and their schedule. I have experienced time 
management under pressure while maintaining collaboration and 
delivering work on time. 

2014-2016: RM Studio

My job in the studio was to collaborate with the industrial designers, to be 
in charge of communication with international clients and to produce 
products in time for the exhibition.

Military Service

In the military was in Air Force intelligence. I had to take responsibility for 
human life and the honor of being a part of defending my country.

I participate as a mentor 
in the startup designers 
community
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